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Civico Museo di Storia Patria preserves and displays
documents, objects and artworks related to the history,
private life and folklore of Trieste. It has been open to the
public since 1911, albeit in another venue, and its collections
are exhibited since 1950 (with some interruptions) on the
first floor of Palazzo Morpurgo in Via Imbriani 5.
The present permanent exhibition was developed in 2007
and 2008 and includes three sections, dedicated respectively
to the history of Trieste, to the Stavropulos Art Collections
and to the Textile Room.
Local history unfolds in the first three rooms, where
paintings and objects bring back to life the atmosphere of
the past Trieste, focusing on its architectural development
and on the people who made this commercial city great.
A gallery of portraits (both miniatures and oil paintings)
beginning with Maria Theresia, the Austrian empress who
started the urban development of Trieste, a series of local
landscapes, a choice of 19th-20th century silverware and the
rich medal collection of the Medagliere Patrio show the
faces, the artefacts and the buildings of a new town and of its
new citizens. Two further rooms are dedicated to works and
objects once belonging to the vast personal archives of Ugo
Carà (Muggia, Trieste 1908-Trieste 2004, a sculptor from
Trieste) and Gianni Bartoli (Rovinj 1900-Trieste 1973, mayor
of Trieste from 1949 to 1957) respectively.
The central hall and two rooms display the art collection
donated in 1952 by Socrate Stavropulos (Trieste 1882-Zurich
1960), increased with further donations until his death.

This is a heterogeneous collection of 150 works, including
paintings, sculptures and drawings by Italian and European
artists (mainly from Trieste and Hungary) dating from 16th
to 20th century.
In the Textile Room, a selection of the different types of
materials belonging to the rich textile collection of the
Civici Musei di Storia ed Arte is on display. Besides silken
fragments from 15th to 19th century, there are formal and
evening dresses, ethnographic clothes and vestments dating
to the 18th and 19th centuries. Much attention is attached to
the creations by Anita Pittoni (Trieste 1901-1982), a genial
textile designer from Trieste, whose activity reached its peak
between the two World Wars.
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there is the 600-square-metre flat where Giacomo and
Francesca Morpurgo lived with their children since
1878. Reception rooms are located along the main
façade while private ones along the side façade. Kitchen
and utility rooms are instead located in the internal
part of the building and are lightened by both an inner
court and a courtyard.
The flat had two entrances: the main one (still used
nowadays) for the owners and their guests and the
other, at the end of the corridor across the courtyard,
for servants and suppliers.

THE MORPURGO FAMILY
Heirs of the Marbourg family, whose ancestor seems to
have been Israel Isserlein (born in Styria at the end of
14th century), the Morpurgos - that’s how their name
changed over time - settled down in the area at the
end of the 18th century. An important representative
of the family has been Carlo Marco, the donor’s uncle,
who in 1854 founded first the Mondolfo and Morpurgo
Bank, and then the Fano and Morpurgo Bank. This
enabled him to establish commercial relationships
with several world powers of the time, being of great
advantage for the Austro-Hungarian Empire. His
business and diplomatic abilities granted him, between
1861 and 1872, many official commendations and
honours from Tunisia, Italy, France, Spain and Austria,
where he was made Baron. The family’s munificence
is testified by bequeaths and donations: Morpurgo
Museum is, to the present day, a very tangible and
prestigious proof of this generosity.

THE BUILDING
The Morpurgo building is located at the corner of the
intersection of via Imbriani 5 and via Mazzini 42. It is
an imposing building, designed in 1874 by Giovanni
Berlam, one of the most famous and requested
architects of the time.
Its façades are simply decorated with pillars and ledges,
have four rows of windows and are enriched by four
balconies, which are larger on the main façade (the
one overlooking via Mazzini). On the second floor

THE VISIT
The entrance hall, decorated with an orientalising
wooden panelled ceiling with the portrait of Mario
Morpurgo, is a good example of an upper bourgeoisie
house of the end of the 19th century. Lavishly furnished,
it is remarkable for the interior decoration of the

rooms, all completely original and each representing a
different historical style, in accordance with the taste
of the time. Main rooms include the music room, the
dining room and the living rooms (the most complete
and original ones being the “female” and “male” dining
rooms; the latter is usually called a fumoir). Private
rooms are the bedrooms, the study, the library;
servants’ rooms include bedrooms, the kitchen and the
pantry. As required by aristocratic habits, all the rooms
are intercommunicating. This allowed to introduce
guests in the main hall, the largest and richest room of
the house, and let them go through each room without
using the corridor.
Each room has its own style and colour: Empire style
goes with red; Renaissance style of Tuscany enriched
by Rococo touches with brown; Romantic style is
characterized by black wood; Louis Philippe style
shimmers with gold and red; Venetian 18th century
style shows ivory lacquers and a pale pastel blue; neoBoulle style mixes black and gold with red. Elegant

fireplaces and ivory majolica stoves fulfilled the task of
keeping the rooms warm in an intimate and practical
way.
The family portraits hang on the walls together with
about sixty paintings and drawings belonging to late
19th century Italian, French and Austrian schools.
Represented artists include Antonio Zona, Domenico
Morelli, Girolamo Induno, Luigi Nono, Emma Ciardi,
Tito Agujari, Charles Daubigny, Paul Baudry, Johann
Ranftl and Bernardo Fiedler. In the dining room, two
precious sets of Pillivuyt French porcelain tableware
with Morpurgo’s monogram are exhibited in the
showcases.
The large number of seats and their arrangement
around a high central table clearly reflects the habit
of receiving many guests. This family in particular
was known for organizing concerts and cultural
events where poetry was read and specific scientific
subjects were debated, thus taking the opportunity
for exhibiting new acquisitions of their private art
collections. Theatre was also present in the Morpurgo
house: a small stage could be set up and plays were
enacted by the hosts and their friends. In addition
to the objects on display, the bequeath included an
interesting and large lot of French engravings, Japanese
woodblock prints, Chinese porcelains (the latter
displayed at Civico Museo d’Arte Orientale in via San
Sebastiano, 1) and Italian majolicas (on display at Civico
Museo Sartorio, in largo Papa Giovanni XXIII, 1).

